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We investigate Web surfer behavior prediction by building generative and discriminative models on the entire history of navigation paths and on behavior clustering of the history. The underlying question that we try to answer is: Does behavior clustering improve behavior prediction? For behavior clustering, we adapt the $k$-modes clustering algorithm by incorporating a new similarity measure that gives greater weight to matches at the beginning of the navigation path. The initial cluster representatives are selected from the set of most dissimilar paths which also fixes the number of clusters. For generative prediction, we adopt Markov chain Bayesian classification models whereas for discriminative prediction we build SVM models. Experiments are performed on two real-world data sets. Surprisingly, the results show that behavior clustering has no significant impact on Web surfer behavior prediction. We also investigate the impact of time of visit, the number of relevant clusters used in prediction models, and the use of cluster modes on Web surfer behavior prediction. We find that for limited scope data simpler approaches such as prediction using cluster modes can produce highly accurate predictions (less than 1% drop from the best prediction) with greater efficiency.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is often stated that history repeats itself. Hence, so should Web surfers’ navigation paths as humans have the habit of repeating their actions. Similarly, it has been observed that people tend to form groups naturally based on their interests and behaviors. These observations suggest that behavior clustering may improve Web surfer behavior prediction. Web surfer behavior prediction is the process of determining key navigation patterns of users in the future given their navigation path history. Such predictions have immense commercial value as the Web evolves into a primary medium for marketing and sales for many businesses. Web-based businesses seek useful users’ patterns to help identify promising events, potential risks, and make strategic decisions.

Web surfer behavior modeling and prediction is a complex machine learning problem that requires careful consideration. We consider the problem of predicting page categories visited by users in first three positions of their navigation paths, where a specific page category refers to Web pages on a particular theme e.g. sports, news, and education. This is a simpler problem that can be modeled more readily as compared to the general Web surfer behavior prediction problem [1]. Predicting multiple ordered values, sequence prediction, is of practical interest in many areas besides Web mining, e.g., fore-
casting the weather of next three days, predicting average stock value in next three weeks, etc.

Clustering is the process of dividing objects into groups such that the objects in a group are similar to one another but dissimilar to the objects in other groups. Various techniques of clustering are applied in several areas including image segmentation, object recognition, information retrieval and data mining [2]. Behavior clustering is commonly employed for user segmentation and navigation pattern visualization [3, 4]. Its use in behavior prediction has not been investigated extensively. In particular, the following questions need to be addressed: Does behavior clustering improve behavior predictions? Are clustering-based predictions more efficient? What is the efficiency-effectiveness trade-off of predictions done with and without clustering? We investigate these questions by evaluating the performance of generative and discriminative prediction models when they are built from the entire history of navigation paths and when they are based on clusters of navigation paths. Our generative models are based on Markov chain and Bayesian classification, whereas discriminative models are built using Support Vector Machine (SVM). We perform behavior clustering by adapting the \( k \)-modes algorithm [5] with a new similarity measure and a new strategy for selecting seeds. Performance is evaluated on two real-world public data sets. Results show high accuracy comparable to those reported in the literature. Behavior clustering improves Web surfer behavior prediction in a few scenarios only but clustering-based predictions are often more practical than predictions based on un-clustered data because of efficiency. We also investigate several variations of our framework including varying the number of clusters, predicting based on top \( r \) relevant clusters only, and predicting using cluster representatives only.

Our main contributions include (i) a simple clustering method for order-weighted nominal sequences, (ii) generative and discriminative models for navigation path prediction, (iii) impact of behavior clustering on Web surfer behavior prediction, and (iv) evaluation on two real-world data sets.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present the related work in section 2. Section 3 defines the Web surfer behavior prediction problem. Our behavior clustering and prediction framework is described in section 4. Experimental evaluation of the models is given in section 5. We conclude in section 6.

2. RELATED WORK

Web surfer behavior modeling and prediction has been studied extensively in the literature. Here, we restrict our discussion to works that use navigation path information only. A majority of such works adopt probabilistic methods for Web surfer behavior prediction [6-10]. Borges and Levene [6] model navigation paths as \( N \)-gram probabilistic grammars which assume that the probability of visiting a Web page depends on the previous \( N \) pages visited. Deshpande and Karypis [7] propose the use of all \( k \)th order Markov models and suggest that many of the non-affecting states in a \( k \)th-order Markov model can be pruned to reduce the state space complexity. Awad et al. [8] combine Markov models and SVM using Dempster’s rule for surfing predictions. They incorporate domain knowledge also but do not study the impact of clustering the history. These probabilistic methods are overly complicated for predicting navigation patterns of prac-
tactical value like predicting the first three pages viewed by users. For this reason, we adopt simpler prediction models as done by Hassan et al. [10].

Web data clustering has been employed for user segmentation, behavior visualization, and to a lesser extent, prediction. Lu et al. [11] generate Significant Usage Patterns by clustering clickstream data using pair-wise alignment and then building a first-order Markov model for each of the clusters. A similar problem and solution is proposed by Halvey et al. [12]. They use clustering based on time and show improvement in navigation prediction through an empirical analysis on a sample of usage logs for Wireless Application Protocol browsing. Our approach focuses on key navigation patterns or behaviors and is based on behavior clustering (not time clustering). Pallis et al. [13] have also done clustering of users’ navigation sessions but their focus is on identifying patterns and similarities, and not navigation prediction. Sequence based clustering of Web sessions has been done by Park et al. [14]. They investigate the impact of different sequence representations, similarity measures, number of clusters, number of web pages etc. on clustering. We on the other hand study the impact of clustering on navigation prediction.

Niu et al. [15] extend the Markov model approach by introducing a similarity measure for navigation paths. They group the Web users based on their access logs and predictions are then done based on the historical records in a single group. We use a new similarity measure and a simpler prediction model. Cadez et al. [4] have developed a tool for visualizing navigation patterns using model based clustering. Their emphasis is not on prediction of visits but on the visualization of behavior clusters. Another work focusing on behavior cluster visualization is reported by Kim [3]. His similarity measure, which gives greater weight to matches at beginning of navigation paths, is similar to ours. Liu and Keselj [16] cluster the user sessions to get representative navigation patterns and use them in combination with the contents of the web pages to classify and predict future requests. In our approach the contents of the web pages are considered to be unknown.

Li and Lee [17] propose a single pass algorithm to find top-k path traversal patterns for clickstream data. The algorithm, DSM-TKP (Data Stream Mining for Top-K Path traversal patterns), uses a summary data structure TKP-forest (a forest of Top-K Path traversal patterns). Pitman et al. [18] use clustering of users’ web sessions to extract business intelligence from weblogs of a tourism portal. After applying Principle Component Analysis (PCA), they use k-means [19] to find that different user groups have significantly different information needs. Their focus is analysis instead of prediction.

3. WEB SURFER BEHAVIOR PREDICTION PROBLEM

Learning to predict the navigation paths of users given their navigation history is commonly referred to as Web surfer behavior prediction. A navigation path is a sequence of Web page categories (or Web pages) that a user visits on a particular visit session. For a particular page category, a user may browse through a number of pages belonging to that category before terminating the session or moving on to another category.

Let \( D = \{p_1, p_2, ..., p_N\} \) be the historical data of navigation paths for all users, where \( p_i \) identifies the \( i \)th path and \( N \) is the total number of paths in the data. A navigation path \( p \) is defined by the vector \( p = [u, t, c_1, c_2, ..., c_n] \) where \( u \) is the user ID, \( t \) is the start time of the session, and \( c_i \) is the page category visited at position \( i \) of the sequence. A naviga-
tion path can have a finite number \( n \geq 1 \) of page categories \( c_i \) such that \( c_i \neq c_{i+1} \), for all \( i \leq n - 1 \) (i.e. a category transition must occur at each position \( i \) for \( i < n \)). In other words, a navigation path \( p \) is an \((x, y)\) pair in which \( x = [u, t] \) defines the particulars of the path and \( y = [c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n] \) defines the sequence of page categories visited in the path.

Instead of predicting the entire sequence of \( c_i \) (\( i = 1, \ldots, n \)), we focus on a simpler pattern of practical value: predicting the first three page categories in a session. However, the proposed models can be extended easily to the prediction of any number of categories. The choice of the first three categories is an experimental convenience, especially when the focus of the paper is on the impact of behavior clustering on surfing prediction rather than prediction alone. Same or similar problem of predicting first three or next three items only is also discussed in literature [1, 10, and 20]. Thus, given the above problem setting, the task is to learn to predict for known users the first three page categories visited, i.e., \( c_1, c_2, c_3 \). Notice that the desired outcome is in general not one label but a sequence of labels.

4. CLUSTERING-PREDICTION FRAMEWORK FOR WEB SURFER BEHAVIOR PREDICTION

We formulate and evaluate models based on: behavior clustering, Bayesian or SVM prediction, and a combination of both. The latter combined approach, which captures the key ideas from the previous two, consists of two steps. In the first step, unsupervised behavior clustering is done. The training data is grouped into clusters relying on the page category sequence information only (the \( c_i, i = 1, \ldots, n \), in \( p \)). In the second step, supervised learning is done from the clusters. We adapt the \( k \)-modes clustering algorithm for behavior clustering and use Markov chain based generative models and SVM based discriminative models for prediction. The steps are described in the subsequent sections.

4.1 Behavior Clustering

In the first step, the historical data of navigation paths, \( D \), is partitioned into \( k \) clusters based on the similarity between sequences of categories. Clustering is done by an adapted version of the \( k \)-modes algorithm [5]. \( k \)-modes works similar to the iterative partitioning algorithm \( k \)-means, but in \( k \)-modes the centroid of a partition is the mode instead of the arithmetic mean, and a suitable similarity measure is used to handle the categorical data. Our adaptations include strategies for selecting the parameter \( k \) and the initial cluster representatives, and use of a new similarity measure called \textit{MatchScore}.

4.1.1 Selecting \( k \) and the \( k \) initial paths

In most partitioning-based clustering algorithms, including the \( k \)-modes algorithm, two important decisions have to be made before their application: the selection of the desired number of clusters \( k \) and the selection of the initial cluster representatives or seeds. Several strategies have been proposed for this. Pena et al. [21] provide a comparison of four initialization methods for \( k \)-means: random, Forgy, MacQueen, and Kaufman. Bradley et al. [22] estimate the distribution of modes to provide better initial representa-
tives for \( k \)-means clustering. Pelleg et al. [19] estimate the number of clusters by using a statistically based criterion that maximizes the model’s posterior probability.

Our strategy is simpler and relevant to the problem. We set the maximum possible value of \( k \) (denoted by \( m \)) to be the maximum number of navigation paths with zero pair wise similarity. These paths represent the most dissimilar paths in the navigation path history and hence are ideal for the initial seeds for clustering. This strategy defines both the number of desired clusters and the initial seeds for clustering. In our implementation, we experiment with \( k = m, k \approx 0.5m, k \approx 0.25m, \) and \( k = 1 \) (no clustering) by randomly selecting the \( k \) most dissimilar navigation paths as initial cluster representatives.

4.1.2 MatchScore similarity measure

We propose a new similarity measure called MatchScore designed specifically for clustering of navigation paths. This measure is motivated from the evaluation criterion used by the 2007 ECML/PKDD Discovery Challenge [1] and is similar to the order-weighted measure used by [3]. Given two navigation paths \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \), the \( \text{MatchScore}(p_1, p_2) \) is the sum of scores for matching categories in the two paths, where the scores are based on the positions at which the categories match. Mathematically,

\[
\text{MatchScore}(p_1, p_2) = \sum_{i=1}^{n_1} \sum_{j=1}^{n_2} \text{IsAMatch}(c_i, c_j) \times \min(s_i, s_j)
\]

where \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \) are the lengths of the navigation paths \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \), respectively, \( c_i \) denotes the category visited at position \( i \), and \( s_i \) is the score for a match at position \( i \). The function \( \text{IsAMatch}(c_i, c_j) \) returns 1 when \( c_i = c_j \) and this category has not been matched earlier; otherwise, the function returns zero. This means that once a category pair has been matched (at same or different position) it is not included in the score again.

The score \( s_i \) gives greater weight to a match in the beginning of the path. In our work, we consider matches in the first three positions, and define \( s_i \) as 5, 4, or 3 for \( i \) equal to 1, 2, and 3, respectively. With this definition, \( \text{MatchScore} \) can range from 0 (no similarity) to 12 (maximum similarity). An example of \( \text{MatchScore} \) calculation is given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories in ( p_1 ):</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Categories in ( p_2 ):</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
\text{MatchScore}(p_1, p_2) = 1 \times \min(3, 5) + 0 \times \min(5, 4) + 0 \times \min(5, 3) + 0 \text{ (already matched)} + 0 \times \min(4, 4) + 0 \times \min(4, 3) + 0 \text{ (already matched)} + 1 \times \min(3, 4) + 0 \times \min(3, 3) \\
= 5 + 3 = 8
\]

Our similarity measure captures the fact that matches in the beginning of visit sessions are more important than those occurring later in the session. Furthermore, it provides intuitive solutions to category matches that do not occur at the same position and for repeating categories in the navigation paths. Note that other existing measures like Kendall’s rank correlation and Spearman’s rank correlation [23] are not suitable here as the problem is different from simple ranking. These ranking coefficients are unable to capture the order-weighted semantics of navigation paths. Kendall tau distance checks
the pairwise disagreements between two lists but does not give scores to partial matches as precisely as our MatchScore. Simple matching does not help too as the matches in early positions are considered more important here, and should be given higher weight.

4.1.3 $k$-modes clustering algorithm

We use a modified version of $k$-modes clustering algorithm to group together the navigation paths exhibiting similar surfing behavior. We cluster with different values of $k$ ($1 \leq k \leq m$), where $m$ is the maximum number of paths in the training data with zero pairwise MatchScore. These $m$ navigation paths are taken as initial cluster representatives or modes. The algorithm is executed starting from these modes adopting the MatchScore similarity measure. The algorithm is:

**Input:** The number of clusters $k$ and a database containing $N$ navigation paths.

**Output:** A set of $k$ clusters that maximizes the overall MatchScore or ClusteringScore.

**Method:**
1. choose $k$ unique navigation paths as the initial cluster seeds;
2. repeat
   3. (re)assign each navigation path to the cluster to which it is the most similar, based on the mode of the navigation paths in the cluster;
   4. update the cluster modes, i.e., calculate the mode of the navigation paths for each cluster;
3. until overall MatchScore maximizes

The clustering procedure is stopped when the overall MatchScore, or ClusteringScore, remains unchanged from one iteration to the next. The overall MatchScore is:

$$ ClusteringScore = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \sum_{p \in L_i} MatchScore(p, d_i) $$

where $p$ is a navigation path in cluster $L_i$ and $d_i$ is the mode of cluster $L_i$ (i.e. the most frequent sequence in cluster $L_i$).

Fig. 1 verifies the correctness of the clustering algorithm. It shows the average intra-cluster similarity for different values of $k$ (ECML data left, KDD data right).

Fig. 1. Average intra-cluster similarity for different values of $k$ (ECML data left, KDD data right).
increasing the value of \( k \) should result in more homogeneous clusters. This trend is highlighted in this figure for two different Web navigation data sets. This verifies that our algorithm is successful in grouping similar navigation paths in the same cluster. The data sets utilized in this figure are described in section 5.1.

4.2 Behavior Prediction

Two popular types of classification and prediction models have been used in practice: generative and discriminative. Generative models try to learn the posterior probability distribution by first estimating the probability distribution of the data. On the other hand, discriminative models try to learn a discriminant function directly from data and use this information to classify new data points. Each type of models has its pros and cons.

We select the most representative models/methods from each type so as to ensure a fair evaluation of the impact of behavior clustering on prediction. Section 4.2.1 presents Bayesian and Markov models that are generative in nature, while section 4.2.2 presents a SVM based model which is discriminative in nature.

4.2.1 Bayesian prediction

We assume that the categories at positions 1, 2 and 3 form a Markov chain. The first category starts this chain and is determined by a Bayes classifier trained on the navigation path data. The second and third categories are decided by considering the Bayes classification at that position and the transition probability from the previous position. The reason for selecting the first-order Markov model over higher order models is two-fold: (1) the problem involves the prediction of only the first three page categories for which a first-order Markov model is sufficiently accurate; (2) the first-order Markov model is computationally efficient as compared to higher-order Markov models.

According to the Bayes rule, the posterior probability of page category \( C_j \) visited in position \( j \) (\( j = 1, 2, \text{ or } 3 \)) of a visit session \( x \) in cluster(s) \( L \) is given by

\[
P^B(C_j | x, L) = \frac{P(x | C_j, L)P(C_j | L)}{P(x | L)}. \tag{3}
\]

The conditioning on \( L \) emphasizes that the probabilities are estimated from the data in \( L \). This can be the data in the most relevant cluster, in top \( r \) most relevant clusters, or in the entire data (all clusters). With this notation, the same formulation can be used for prediction models built with and without clustering. The relevance of a cluster to an input \( x \) is determined by the frequency with which the input occurs in the cluster.

The most probable page category visited at the start of the sequence \((C_1 = c_1)\) is given by:

\[
c_1 = \arg \max_{c_1} P(x | C_1 = c, L)P(C_1 = c | L). \tag{4}
\]

This fixes the start state of the Markov chain. The subsequent states can be found by combining the predictions of the Bayes classifier (Eq. (3)) and the Markov model. According to the Markov property, for a given visit session \( x \) the posterior probability of
page category $C_j$ visited in position $j$ ($j = 2, 3$) depends only on $C_{j-1}$ and can be expressed as

$$P^H(C_j | C_{j-1}, x, L) = \frac{P(C_j \land C_{j-1} \land x \land L)}{P(C_{j-1} \land x \land L)}$$

$$= \frac{P(x | C_j, C_{j-1}, L)P(C_j | C_{j-1}, L)}{P(x | C_{j-1}, L)}.$$  

Using Eqs. (3) and (6), the page category ($C_j = c_j$) visited at position $j$ ($j = 2, 3$) is given by

$$c_j = \arg \max_c P^B(C_j = c | x, L)P^M(C_j = c | C_{j-1}, x, L).$$

This equation is based on the assumption that the predictions of the Bayes and Markov models are independent. Note that the denominators in Eqs. (3) and (6) can safely be ignored in computation of Eq. (7).

These Bayesian models are based on knowledge of the visit session, $x = [u, t]$, where $u$ is the user ID and $t$ is the timestamp of the session. When both $u$ and $t$ are considered in the models the naive Bayes assumption of conditional independence can be invoked to simplify the joint probability of $u$ and $t$ into the product of probabilities of $u$ and $t$.

Bayesian Prediction algorithm is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input</strong>: Clusters of training data, ($x, y$) pairs, where $x = [u, t], y = [c_1, c_2, ..., c_n]$</td>
<td><strong>Input</strong>: Estimated probabilities; Test data i.e. $x$ part only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output</strong>: Estimated probabilities</td>
<td><strong>Output</strong>: Predicted categories, $y = [c_1, c_2, c_3]$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Method**:
(1) Estimate probabilities in Eqs. (3) and (6) | **Method**:
(1) Repeat |
(2) Take next test example, $x$;
(3) Select $L$, the most relevant cluster of $x$;
(4) Calculate $c_1$, as in Eq. (4);
(5) Calculate $c_2$ and $c_3$, using Eq. (7);
(6) Output the predicted categories $c_1, c_2, c_3$;
(7) Until no test example left |

4.2.2 SVM prediction

SVMs are popular discriminative classifiers that learn a maximum margin hyperplane for separating two classes in a feature space defined by a kernel function. We present a simple yet effective SVM-based approach for Web surfer behavior prediction that takes into account the dependence of page categories and navigation path clustering.

As defined in section 3, each navigation path is an ($x, y$) pair where $x = [u, t]$ contains the particulars of the navigation path and $y = [c_1, c_2, ..., c_n]$ is the sequence of page categories visited in the navigation path. To predict the first three page categories browsed in a navigation path, the following SVM-based algorithm is adopted:
Training

Input: Input data \((x, y)\) in Weka format
Output: Prediction models: SVM1, SVM2, and SVM3
Method:
1. Train SVM1 on \(x\) to predict \(c_1\)
2. Train SVM2 on \(x \cap c_1\) to predict \(c_2\)
3. Train SVM3 on \(x, c_1 \cap c_2\) to predict \(c_3\)
4. Output SVM1, SVM2, and SVM3

Testing

Input: Prediction models: SVM1, SVM2, and SVM3, Test data in Weka format, \((x)\) part only
Output: Predicted data, \(y = [c_1, c_2, c_3]\)
Method:
1. Predict \(c_1\) using SVM1 and \(x\)
2. Predict \(c_2\) using SVM2, \(x\) and \(c_1\) from step 1
3. Predict \(c_3\) using SVM3, \(x, c_1\) from step 1 and \(c_2\) from step 2
4. Output the predicted categories \(c_1, c_2, c_3\)

If data have been clustered, as described in section 4.1.3, the above SVMs can be modified to include clustering information for cluster-based behavior prediction. This is done by adding a new input feature that identifies the most relevant cluster for the user.

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The evaluations include impact of number of clusters \(k\) formed by behavior clustering, number of most relevant clusters \(r\) used by prediction models, using time stamp in prediction models, and using cluster modes for prediction. We present results for two real data sets.

5.1 Data and Their Characteristics

5.1.1 ECML data

The 2007 ECML/PKDD Discovery Challenge [1] data set (ECML data) comprises of 4 weeks of Web surfing. The first 3 weeks of data are used for training while the last week’s data are reserved for testing. An example record of the data is given below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path ID</th>
<th>User ID</th>
<th>Timestamp</th>
<th>Path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1169814548</td>
<td>(7, 3), (17, 3) …</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Path ID and user ID are the unique identifiers; Timestamp is the UNIX time at which the session started. Path is a sequence of (page category ID, number of pages) pairs identifying the category and the number of pages in that category visited. We find that there are 20 unique categories. The three weeks training data comprise of 379,485 sessions whereas the one week test data contain 166,299 sessions. There are 4,882 distinct users having a non-uniform distribution. The minimum and maximum number of visits by a user in the training data is 7 and 497, respectively, with an average of 77.7 visits per user. The minimum and maximum number of visits by a user in the test data is 1 and 215, respectively. Page categories are also non-uniformly distributed. ECML data set tracks users on several sites across a substantial geographical region and has a wider scope as compared to the second data set we use i.e. KDD data set.

For ECML data, the maximum number of clusters is 19, i.e. \(m = 19\) (the maximum number of dissimilar paths). After clustering, we find that users spread over multiple clusters and this spread resembles a skewed normal distribution with long tail (Fig. 2,
A vast majority of users are present in a few number of behavior clusters; however, few users are present in only one behavior cluster. Thus many users are exhibiting multiple behaviors.

5.1.2 KDD Cup data

The KDD Cup 2000 [24] data set (KDD data) contains Web click-stream and purchase transactions. The data span over a period of three months. The first two months are for training purpose and the last month for testing. This data contain more than 200 attributes including user’s demographic information, session information, etc. As we are interested in navigation path information only, we preprocess the data to the same format as the ECML data described above. For this purpose; Request Date, Request Date Time, Request Sequence, and Session Cookie ID attributes are used. Every request template (the dynamic page requested by the user) in the original data is considered a separate category (e.g. home, lifestyles, leg news etc.). These categories are assigned unique numeric IDs. A category includes links to other categories and static Web pages which is used to form the sequence of categories and views per category. The processed data contain 85 unique categories, 3,577 distinct users, 23,911 visit sessions for training, and 4,690 visit sessions for testing. Users and categories have a non-uniform distribution.

The maximum number of clusters for this data is 45 i.e. \( m = 45 \) (the maximum number of dissimilar navigation paths). After behavior clustering, the distribution of users across clusters is a bit different from the ECML data. Fig. 2 (right) shows that the majority of users is presented in 2 or 3 clusters, i.e., the spread of users across clusters is somewhat narrower than the ECML data. This is because of the limited scope of this data with all pages belonging to one site and with most users starting surfing from one page.

5.2 Evaluation Criteria

For each predicted navigation path, the three predicted page categories are compared with the page categories in actual navigation path and a score is generated. This score is the sum of weights assigned to the three predicted categories. The (average) percent score for predicting \( N \) navigation paths is given by

\[
\text{Percentscore} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{\text{Score}(i)}{\text{MaxScore}} \times 100
\]

where \( \text{Score}(i) \) is the score for navigation path \( i \) and \( \text{MaxScore} \) is the maximum possible score for a prediction.
The calculation is very similar to our order weighted similarity measure discussed in section 4.1.2. The difference here is that the number of categories in actual navigation path is not fixed to be three. For instance, if the first, second, and third categories are predicted correctly, then assign weights 5, 4, and 3, respectively, to these positions. If a prediction is incorrect for the category at first position, then it is assigned a weight of 4 if that category occurs in the second position, 3 if it occurs in the third position, 2 if it occurs in the fourth position, 1 if it occurs in position five and beyond, and 0 if it does not occur. The weight assigned cannot be greater than the maximum possible for that position (e.g. the weight assigned to position 3 cannot be greater than 3). This evaluation criteria was also used by [1] for the evaluation of Web surfer behavior prediction.

For SVM models, in addition to computing the percent score as described above, the standard classification accuracy is reported for each page category in a navigation path.

5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Bayesian prediction results

Table 2 shows percent scores for predicting the first three page categories visited for ECML and KDD data, respectively. Prediction results are given for Bayesian models based on no clustering \((k = 1)\) and three different clusterings, including when \(k = m\). Moreover, prediction results are presented for models based on the top \(r\) most relevant clusters (including \(r = 1\) and \(r = k\)) for each user.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ECML Data</th>
<th>KDD Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(k)</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>82.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>82.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>82.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>82.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k)</td>
<td>82.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For ECML data (see Table 2, left), the best prediction is obtained when \(k = 5\) and \(r = 3\). However, this result is only marginally better than that produced without clustering \((k = 1)\). In general, increasing the number of relevant clusters used from \(r = 1\) in cluster-based prediction improves performance with results for \(r \geq 4\) being equal to or better than that obtained without clustering. This is consistent with the observation that the majority of users spread over four behavior clusters (see Fig. 2, left). Thus, using four most relevant clusters in prediction yields the best results as higher numbers of relevant clusters often contribute to noise.

For KDD data (see Table 2, right), the best predictions are obtained when no clustering is done \((k = 1)\) or when a large fraction of relevant clusters \((r \geq 10)\) are used for prediction. Thus, a large fraction of data is required to achieve the best performance, and cluster-based prediction is less effective (as compared to that for ECML data). Moreover, as for ECML data, the best result is not significantly better than that obtained when a
fewer number of relevant clusters are used in cluster-based prediction. We experimented with maximum likelihood estimation of the models with and without add-one smoothing without any significant difference in performance.

5.3.2 SVM prediction results

Table 3 shows the SVM prediction results for ECML and KDD data. It gives the percent accuracy for predicting the page category at each position (i.e. \( c_1 \), \( c_2 \), and \( c_3 \)) and the percent score for predicting the entire sequence. For cluster-based predictions, the number of clusters used is 19 and 45 for ECML and KDD data, respectively, and the most relevant cluster is included as an input feature. These results are obtained from implementing the first, second, and third SVM model (with and without clustering) using LibSVM [25] with RBF kernel function. As compared to the best results for Bayesian prediction, SVM prediction percent scores are slightly lower for ECML data and slightly higher for KDD data. For both data sets, however, SVM prediction is not impacted by incorporating the most relevant cluster input feature in the model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prediction</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>Without Clustering</th>
<th>With Clustering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ECML</td>
<td>KDD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_1 )</td>
<td>First</td>
<td>74.47</td>
<td>72.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_2 )</td>
<td>Second</td>
<td>46.70</td>
<td>20.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_3 )</td>
<td>Third</td>
<td>56.73</td>
<td>20.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>59.30</td>
<td>37.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score (%)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>82.87</td>
<td>62.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.3 Comparison and discussion

Prediction results for ECML data have also been reported in [9, 20]. In this work, we train our models using the first three page categories only. When we train the models on complete navigation paths, our results (with no clustering) are slightly better than those reported in [9]. Our results are slightly lower than those reported in [20], however, our models are simpler and more efficient than the risk minimization and regression based approach developed by [20]. Moreover, none of the two approaches use or investigate behavior clustering for behavior prediction. As seen from the previous section, behavior clustering is not improving behavior prediction significantly or consistently. To verify the statistical significance of behavior clustering on prediction, we perform the paired \( t \)-test at 0.05 level of significance. The normality of the data is verified using 1-Sample K-S test. The null hypothesis of the \( t \)-test is: prediction means of with and without clustering samples are equal. The results of the paired \( t \)-test reveal that at 0.05 level of significance we cannot reject the null hypothesis. Hence, clustering has no significant impact on behavior prediction, as determined for our selected real world data sets. Thus, behavior clustering, which is computationally expensive in itself, should not be performed if the only goal is to obtain better prediction models. However, it remains to be investigated whether this observation still holds when several months or years of historical data are available.
Recently, it has been reported that the practice of generating user navigation sessions using timeouts can break a single logical session into two [26]. This issue negatively affects the performance of any statistical model built from such data. More specifically, it muddles the user behavior at the start of the visit session. In additional experiments, we found out that this issue exists in our experimental data sets. For example, in the ECML data, sessions are terminated when a user remains inactive for 30 minutes. We found out that more than 15% of the sessions in this data are continuations of a previous session of the same user that started between 30 and 60 minutes ago. This discovery provides another reason for the insignificant impact of behavior clustering on the prediction of the first three page categories visited by users.

The above observation suggests that we should focus on position independent behavior prediction or highly probable sequence discovery. These are topics for future investigations and are beyond the scope of the current paper.

5.3.4 Incorporating timestamp in prediction models

We investigate the impact of incorporating time stamp information i.e. the start time of the web navigation session (in addition to user ID) in Bayesian and SVM prediction when behavior clustering is not done ($k = 1$). We discretize the timestamp field into four values: weekday-day, weekday-night, weekend-day, and weekend-night. The time period between 8 AM and 6 PM is considered as daytime.

The prediction results for both Bayesian and SVM models are not significant, using paired $t$ test at 0.05 level of significance. From a practical point of view, incorporating timestamp information provides no benefit for both of these data sets. Moreover, the efficiency of both models degrades with the incorporation of time stamp information.

5.3.5 Prediction by most relevant cluster mode

The first three page categories visited by a user can be predicted by the mode of the most relevant behavior cluster of the user, Table 4. Once behavior clustering is done, we use the mode of the user’s most relevant cluster for prediction. For the ECML data, clustering segments the users according to their surfing behaviors as reflected by the increase in prediction scores with the increase in $k$. For the KDD data, the best result is obtained when no clustering is done ($k = 1$). This data set is smaller and less varied, and thus the mode of the entire data is a good representative of all users. These results demonstrate the trade-off between prediction performance and efficiency whereby significant improvement in efficiency can be achieved by a slight reduction in prediction performance.

| Table 4. Prediction percent scores obtained when using the most relevant cluster mode. |
|------------------------------------|------------------------------------|------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| ECML $k = 19$ | $k = 10$ | $k = 5$ | $k = 1$ | KDD $k = 45$ | $k = 20$ | $k = 10$ | $k = 1$ |
| Score (%) | 79.40 | 75.92 | 61.35 | 42.94 | Score (%) | 58.18 | 59.71 | 59.71 | 61.13 |

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present and evaluate several models for Web surfer behavior prediction studying the impact of behavior clustering on prediction and the effectiveness efficiency trade-off of various settings. We consider the prediction of the first three page
categories visited in a Web navigation path. The history of navigation paths is partitioned using a $k$-modes clustering algorithm appropriately modified for the problem of sequence clustering. In particular, we use a new similarity measure called MatchScore for determining the similarity between two navigation paths and a new approach for selecting initial cluster representatives. Predictions are made by Bayesian and SVM models built on clustered and un-clustered data, and by most relevant cluster mode. We evaluate our models on two real world Web surfing data sets.

The following conclusions can be drawn from this evaluation: (1) Behavior clustering can improve surfing prediction using both Bayesian and SVM models. This improvement depends upon the distribution of users across behavior clusters. For our evaluation data sets, which are fair representatives, the improvement in prediction performance is minimal. This can be attributable to the relatively smaller sizes of the data sets; (2) The computational complexity of prediction increases with the number of clusters; (3) The simple prediction approach of recommending the most relevant cluster mode can produce accurate predictions at significantly improved efficiency; (4) Incorporating time stamp information with user ID in the models does not produce significant improvement in prediction; (5) If large quantities of historical data are not available then simpler prediction models or simple predictions based on behavior clustering are sufficiently accurate for practical purposes. In the future, we plan to extend our investigation to more and larger data sets, and focus on improved hybrid clustering-prediction algorithms for the Web surfer behavior prediction problem.
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